Capturing Weather-Driven Extremes in Building Energy Demand
Using a Process-Oriented Aggregated Building Model
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Introduction

Multi-scale Building Energy Demand Dynamics

Buildings comprise roughly 40% of the total energy consumed in the U.S.
and upwards of 75% of the total electricity. As such, understanding how
buildings may respond to changes in weather and climate, population, policy,
technology, and socioeconomics is critical to projecting how electricity supply
may need to evolve to meet future mean and peak demands.

We are conducting a series of numerical experiments to test the sensitivity
and multi-scale dynamic responses of aggregate building energy demand in
the western U.S. to a set of natural and anthropogenic forcing factors.
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The Building ENergy Demand (BEND) Model
• PNNL’s BEND model is designed to simulate climate-dependent hourly
building energy demand to provide a scalable, physically-based
characterization of regional building energy demand.
• The root simulation engine in BEND is EnergyPlus (E+), a physical model
commonly used in architectural design and building code development.
BEND is a mechanism to aggregate many E+ runs to simulate total demand.
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A standard approach using
physical modeling to do
energy projections is to
simulate a small sample of
individual buildings and then
extrapolate from the results.

Science Questions:
1) What are the expected magnitudes of change in aggregate building
energy demand due to changes in climate, population, and building
technologies, in isolation and in combination? To what degree do the
forcing factors either amplify or cancel out on different temporal and
spatial scales?
2) What are the differences between changes in peak and annual energy
demand? How does aggregate building energy demand respond to
extreme weather conditions (e.g., heat waves) occurring in combination
with other expected variations in population and building technologies?
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Sensitivity Experiments
---- Technology Only
---- Population Only
---- Climate Only (RCP 4.5)
---- Climate Only (RCP 8.5)
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In contrast, BEND simulates
upwards of 100,000 unique
buildings distributed across large
spatial areas and then analyzes
the aggregate residential and
commercial load profiles.

Weather-Driven Extremes
We can use BEND to analyze the change in building loads due to changes
in weather and climate. Below are trends in total (residential + commercial)
building load in the state of California under RCP 4.5 levels of change.

Both mean and peak
summertime loads are
increasing in California,
but the rate of increase
is ~2x faster for peak
loads compared to the
mean.

The scale flexibility in BEND allows us to perform a similar analysis down to
the scale of balancing authorities, who face decisions related to expanding
capacity required to meet future demand under a range of scenarios.

Feedback Experiments
---- Technology + Population
---- Climate + Technology
---- Climate + Population
---- Climate + Population + Technology

Forcing Factors:
Technology – To account for expected changes in building technology over
time we gradually replace the oldest vintage of buildings in the model (pre1946) with newer buildings (post-1997).
Population – To account for regionally-varying changes in population (and
hence the building stock) we expand the number of buildings in the model
over time to reflect population changes in the 5 Shared Socioeconomic
Pathway (SSP) scenarios.

BEND’s E+ Approach

Because BEND is a physically-based model it can resolve the gradual
buildup of heat in buildings as a result of extended heat waves. The figures
below show changes in the daily load profile aggregated across the state of
California during the warmest 5-day periods in 2020 and 2050. The climate
forcing is from the RCP 4.5 simulation. The load profiles in 2050 reflect a
~25% enhancement in peak building loads.

Climate – To account for projected changes in climate we force the model
with two climate scenarios (RCP 4.5 and RCP 8.5) taken from a downscaled
regional climate model and adapted as weather station inputs to E+.

• BEND uses the Commercial Buildings Energy Consumption Survey
(CBECS) and Residential Energy Consumption Survey (RECS) to construct
a population of building models spatially distributed across the U.S.
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The higher mean and peak loads during the most extreme heat wave event
in 2050 are due to warmer temperatures in the heavily populated areas of
southern California and more broadly the southwestern U.S. This experiment
had forcing from only a changing climate. By combining our climate forcing
experiment with population changes we can resolve how these heat wave
events may be amplified by extensive immigration into the same regions.
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